ic.SoAP.2021@ EENPS

international conference for Students of Analytic Philosophy satellite student event at the 3rd conference of the East European Network for Philosophy of Science

Date : 12/06/2021
Place : University of Belgrade/Geneva/Cyberspace
Topics : Philosophy of science, Logic, Epistemology, Metaphysics
Web : https://icsoap.wordpress.com/ic-soap-2021-eenps/
Email : philo.ic.soap@gmail.com

Bridge Laws are Analytic - Maximilian Schlederer
Munich Center for Mathematical Philosophy, LMU Munich, Germany

Ducks, Rabbits, and Progress in Science - Mary Peterson
University of Edinburgh

What is the geometry of nature? - Sebastian Gil
Munich Center for Mathematical Philosophy, LMU Munich, Germany

Field’s Nominalism and Infinite Cardinality - Maximilian Petrowitsch
Università della Svizzera italiana, Lugano, Switzerland

Vicious and Virtuous Selective Scrutiny - Jordan C. Myers
University of Pittsburgh, USA

The Math Of Sleeping Beauty’s Morning - Garrett Credi
University Of Illinois, USA

Organised by
Michal Hladky - icSoAP coordinator, Unige, Geneva
Kyryll Khromov - Phileas, Unige, Geneva
Federico Donato - Ratio, USI, Lugano

with the support of the EENPS 2021 organisers - Dusko Prelevic, Vlasta Skimic